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On Track: The PEIA Weight Management
 Newsletter, Issue #4
Losing weight is hard to do, but it’s worth it. And we’ll help you get there.

Welcome Back!
 From the start we have been reminding you that losing weight is
 hard to do, but it’s worth it. In this issue of On Track, we will be
 looking at one of the reasons losing weight can be challenging –
 your environment. What is around you impacts you, so why not
 have your surroundings support your success as much as
 possible?

Controlling Your Environment
As you know, we do not live in a bubble. Even though you
 have decided to lead a healthier lifestyle, that doesn’t mean
 that those around you want to make the same change. While
 you cannot control other people, you can make changes to
 your environment to encourage success rather than create
 temptation.

Your Home Environment. The great thing about your home is
 that you get to choose what is there and what is not. If there
 is a food that you cannot control yourself around, try not
 keeping it in the house! If someone else in your home keeps
 tempting items around, then ask that person to hide the
 foods from you so you don’t feel tempted to indulge. Or, just
 don't buy those foods for a while until you feel more
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 confident.
           Also, think about ways that your home can encourage
 activity. Put objects near your TV that remind you to move
 and be active. Consider doing some sort of easy exercise (or
 just standing) during commercial breaks. If you have an
 exercise bike or other piece of equipment, relocate it to the
 TV room or only allow yourself to catch up on your favorite
 show while exercising. These little strategies can really
 work!

Your Work Environment. Make sure that you are bringing
 healthy snacks to work, so when you get hungry you have
 healthy options rather than having to choose the
 “healthiest” candy bar. Also, pack your lunch. Eating out is
 not only expensive, you have a lot less control over what
 you are eating. If driving home also creates temptation
 because you pass too many fast food options, then drive
 home a different way! Work can also be a place for physical
 activity. Instead of e-mailing your co-worker a question, get
 up and walk to their office. Stand up during phone calls or
 meetings, or talk a "walking meeting". Taking a bathroom
 break? Take a couple of laps around the building or office.
 Finally, do not be afraid to share your new changes with
 your co-workers. They can be a great source of support, and
 you never know who might join you on your behavior
 change journey!

Your Mental Environment. We have interviewed many of the
 most successful people in this program and their attitude is
 remarkably similar. They just "stick with it." If they get sick,
 they just go back when they can. Injured? They recover and
 get back after it. Gain a couple of pounds over the weekend,
 they use their frustration to fuel a great week in the gym and
 at the dinner table. Are you willing to put in the effort to
 "stick with it" no matter your barriers or life circumstances?
 That part is up to you.

Helpful Links

Plan Ahead
 A 15-minute podcast about how you
 can use planning to continue on the
 path to success.
  

https://www.acefitness.org/acefit/podcast/9/9-plan-ahead
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Information is Power
 Another 15-minute podcast discussing
 how you can stay confident, and how
 you can identify barriers getting in the
 way of your success.

Helpful Blogs

A Successful Environment
 More strategies about setting up your environment for success.

The Wagon
 We all fall off the wagon, but here is a discussion of how to get back on.

Fitting in Fitness
 Re-think how you might be able to get in workouts throughout your day.

 Contact us at: peiaweightmanagement@mail.wvu.edu or toll-free at 866.688.7493

 For concerns related to your progress in the program, or to seek help in the form of
 behavioral counseling, contact Stephanie McWilliams at
 srmcwilliams@mail.wvu.edu.

 For concerns with your appointments, scheduling, and personal training, contact
 your facility administrator. If issues persist, and you are not receiving the services
 due to you in the program, contact GiGi Manchin at manchin@marshall.edu.
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